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NOTE on the Communication of J. R. STEUART, Esq., (page 273,)

by PROFESSOR WILSON, Director of the R. A. S.

SOME of the coins of which Mr. Steuart possesses so extensive a col-
lection, and of which he has favoured the Society with such full and
valuable illustrations, have from time to time found their way to
Calcutta, and been noticed and delineated by Mr. James Prinsep
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Knowing the
active interest which that gentleman has displayed in the investiga-
tion of the different important numismatic discoveries recently made
in India, and anticipating from his singular talent for deciphering
novel forms of Indian characters, the possibility of his finding the
key of those which occur on Mr. Steuart's coins, I requested Captain
Harkness to transmit to Mr. Prinsep a copy of the engravings now
published. The advantages expected from this communication have
been more than realized, as the characters have been deciphered and
the inscriptions satisfactorily read. The May number of the Bengal
Journal just received, contains an interesting account of Mr.
Prinsep's success, and repeats the legends of Mr. Steuart's plate
arranged in the order in which each is to be read, differing chiefly
in this respect from the plate, in transferring to the head of the
line the two or three letters which there stand at the end of it.

From Mr. Prinsep's verification of the character, it results that
the language of the inscription is Sanskrit, written in an ancient
form of the Deva nagari alphabet, and omitting most of the vowel
signs, as is still the practice, it appears, in the language of Sindh.
The letter r and some of the compound consonants are elongated
below the line, and thus give the peculiar appearance which is cha-
racteristic of the inscriptions on these coins.

The equivalents of the different inscriptions will be found in Mr.
Prinsep's paper, but as a specimen of his interpretation we may take
the first line in our second plate, removing the last two letters to its
commencement. It then may be read " Rajnah Kritrimasya Sahasya,
Swami Janadama Putrasya (coin) of the elected King Rudra Sah,
son of Swami Janadama."

The other inscriptions all commence with the same words,—
" Rajnah Kritrimasya, the king made or elected," varied in two or
three instances to " Rdjnah Maha Kritrimasya, the great elected
king;" the names amount to eleven, thus specified by Mr. Prinsep.
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1. Rudra Sah, son of a private individual, Swami Janadama.
2. Agadama, his son.

Here the connexion is broken,
3. Swami Rudra Dama.
4. Swami Rudra Sah, his son.

The connexion again broken.
5. Dama Sah, of whom no coins exist.
6. Vijaya Sah, his son.
7. Vira Dama, another son of Dama Sah.
8. Rudra Sah, son of Vira.
9. Viswa Sah, son of Rudra.

10. Atri Dama, another son of Rudra.
11. Viswa Sah, son of Atri Dama.

The only object of this note being to complete the results afforded
by Mr. Steuart's plates as the ground-work of Mr. Prinsep's inter-
pretation, it is unnecessary to enter into any examination of the
latter gentleman's attempts to assign a date and position to the Sahs
of Cutch, especially as they are less successful than his determination
of the purport of the inscriptions. The title Sah is, as he shows, by
no means uncommon in India, as in the case of the ruling family in
Nepal. The style of the coins and the apparent imperfect represen-
tation of Greek characters on one face, justify the inference that
these princes reigned in Cutch in the early part of our a?ra.

[An interesting paper has been received, on the Manners and Institu-
tions of the Independent Nestorian Christians dwelling in Kurdistan,
written by Mr. Rassam, one of their body, whose extensive acquaintance
with the various tribes in that part of the world has necessarily opened
to him peculiar sources of information.

This paper was received too late in the session to appear in the present
number of the Journal.—EDIT.]


